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SUMMARY & CRITERIA 

NORM is a renovation and expansion project of a single-family residence that 
breaks with the generic notion of this existing house, installed without real 
consideration with its context. Randomly located in the middle of a gently sloping 
lot facing south, the residence left the sunniest part of the land to the garage, while 
the living rooms faced north. From the outside, the layout of the volumes presented 
only a garage door from the street and left the pedestrian access almost invisible 
from it. 
 
The new configuration of the spaces registered today the house in a more explicit 
relationship to the landscape. In its complete reversal of the program, it redefines a 
unified link in relation to different architectural volumes opening up to specific 
landscape components of the lot. The viewpoints from the new openings now focus 
on trees or specific natural features, on the sky or the ground in such a way as to 
turn away from the neighborhood built nearby. The layout of the spaces provides 
the inhabitants a rapprochement with the landscape in the broad sense and confers 
on the house a quality of visual isolation with the neighboring buildings. 
 
The voluntary homogenization of interior finishes refers to the abstract and 
multidirectional character of the architectural “EIFS” monolithic volumes seen 
from the outside. This radical party relativizes the functional program of each piece 
to subordinate it to the construction of a fluid “interior landscape”, which is 
articulated under the play of exterior light and the complex lines of the drawn 
space. In a voluntary stripping, the occupants preferred to settle in a sort of 
minimalist “life canvas”, allowing a lexicon of neutral space. 
 
The uniformity of the material then continues between the interior and exterior 
finishes, conferring a contemplative nature on the project thus modeled by the 
variations of light, nature and seasons on simplified shapes. The project thus 
wishes to reinscribe a critical sense and an awareness of the act of living, which 
involves a more explicit and richer relationship with the environment, while 
eclipsing the material quest that now characterizes our consumer universe. 
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